George M. Scott

A Data Base for
Your Company?
In recent years a long procession of new management information systems concepts and techniques has been paraded before managers. One
from the not too distant past is that of total
information systems, an oversold idea now laid
to rest with the epitaph "fallacious in all but its
most moderate forms."
More recent and still current is the notion of
management information systems (MIS), a less
ambitious relative of the total systems concept.
MIS perhaps does not capture the imagination to
the extent that total systems did, but it is proving to be an achievable goal with a worthwhile
payoff for many companies. MIS is not all or
nothing; it is a matter of degree. While it is no
more possible to define MIS precisely than to
define management precisely, it is possible to
point to a few companies and say, "They have an
But technology in computer information systems races ahead, and an innovation called "data
base" is being trumpeted in the literature and in
corporate circles even before most companies
have fully digested the idea of MIS. Nolan captures the time compression of this technology
and imparts a note of urgency in his title, "Computer Data Bases: The Future is Now."^
While data bases are not a panacea for any corporate malaise, they do represent a significant
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technological advance, their implementation is
feasible now, and they can provide great benefits
for many companies. Whether or not a data base
should be in your company's future depends on
a number of considerations, including management style and the present status of the information system.
What is a data base and how does it relate to an
MIS? Does your company need a data base? Is
your company prepared for a data base? What is
the structure of a data base? What should be
your company's data base strategy? What is
management's concern and role in data base
development? Let's begin with the first
question.
WhatbaDataBase?
In literal fact, a data base is the data on which a
company bases its activities and decisions. As
such, every company has one. But the current
meaning attributed to the phrase data base
(often called a common data base) far transcends this literal interpretation. For the purposes here, a data base is:
Computer files of data structured to enable efficient updating, maintenance, reporting, arid storage of data and
to enable rapid retrieval of all stored data that must be
brought together for a particular operation or managerial
purpose.
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This definition has two major dimensions: the
first relates to structuring of data files to enable
efficient updating, maintenance, reporting and
storage of data. Data bases are first a technical
achievement, for data-base structuring involves a
very complex data-file design and date-retrieval
technolojgy. Although still in its infancy, this
technolojgy provides the technical basis for the
current impetus toward data bases. The technical aspects of data bases are of primary interest to data-processing personnel. For these persons, technical reasons are often sufficient to
justify the acquisition of a data base, since it
brings about certain processing efficiencies and
economies, is the latest technology, and presents
data processing with a continuing challenge.
This article does not examine the technical intricacies of data bases; the literature with this perspective is voluminous. A caution will be
sounded here, however. Data-processing personnel often tend to be so engrossed with the technical asi)ects of the creation of a data base
(which ^hey will indeed find challenging) that
the data base itself becomes the exclusive focus
of their attention. General managers must make
certain chat the purpose of the data base as
support to management is kept uppermost in
mind by the technicians who create it.
The secc nd part of the definition, enabling rapid
retrieval of all stored data that must be brought
together for a particular operation or managerial
purpose, represents the management dimension
of the data base. Managers must understand this
part of Ihe data-base revolution. They will reap
the beni,;fits here and they must specify their
data netids for each operation and purpose so
that datit relationships can be structured into the
data basi,;.
This managerial aspect of the definition also
suggests the relationship of data base and MIS.
An MIS may be succinctly defined for the purpose he -e as a set of computer-based information sub!;ystems which articulate with each other
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to provide the information from storage needed
at all operating and m<mageria]l levels. A greatly
simplified portrayal of an MIS is shown in Figure 1. (Informal informaticpn is not consijpered in
this article.)
The data base is the repository of thi stored
data required by the variqus subsystenjis of an
MIS and as such is an ijitegral and necessary
part-but only one part—^f an MIS. The technical specifications of a 4ata base estallish the
data relationships both within and betveen the
subsystems, thereby servirjg to integrate the subsystems and enable them t|o articulate. The technical specifications of th^ data base determine
how quickly and efficiently records can be updated and accessed and routine reports prepared,
as well as how much flexibility is present for
data-base expansion and for generation of ad
hoc reports.
MIS subsystems should tie integrated on functional and hierarchical pases. The former is
necessary to permit two or more functions to
share data in the same d ita base, such as when
production planning anc payroll require the
same data about employe skills and wi ge rates.
Hierarchical integration {permits the s*ne data
elements to be used at njiore than one level in
the organization, such a^ when detailed inventory data are required at the operations ; evel and
summaries of the same data are ne^ ded for
management inventor;/ s[tatus repor1:sj In this
example the data elemei^ts used at the higher
level would probably be taken from the same
lower-level data base, bjit in many cases the
common elements would be taken from different data bases. The integration would thsn be on
a combined functional-hie[rarchical basis
A logical question at thi^ point is: Sone companies have had an MIS i'or a number )f years,
so why are we only now hearing abi)ut data
bases? The first answer is that recent advances in
computer hardware and c ata-base strucjtural design technology greatly increase the iritegrative
and quick data-retrieval capabilities while simultaneously lowering the initid and continuing
costs of these activities, thereby helping to bring
data bases forward as an important cohcept in
their own right. A second answer is that previous
approaches to MIS have t prided to focuf on data
as associated with specifi c computer programs.
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The focus has now shifted toward viewing data
as a resource independent of specific computer
programs. Data systems are increasingly viewed
as a resource in much the same way as are inventory, cash, and other tangible resources. With
this perspective it becomes clear that data must
be managed as are other resources. The turn
toward viewing data as a resource therefore
means a concomitant surge of managerial interest in data bases as systems to manage data.
Does Your Company Need a Data Base?

A technically sophisticated data base structured
with a managerial perspective enables an MIS to
be developed to a higher level of sophistication.
If your company needs a sophisticated MIS, it
also needs a sophisticated data base. The nature
of the industry, the product lines and the competition, the management style of the company's executives, and a host of other factors
detemiine the extent to which a data base would
be useful to a company. A company in a stable
industry with only a few stable products that
have readily predictable sales volumes and with a
management style that utilizes a low volume of
information would probably not find the benefits of a sophisticated data base worth its cost.
But a company in a rapidly changing industry or
in several industries, with a great many relatively
complex products for which fluctuating consumer demand and competition make pricing
and production planning difficult, and with
managers who utilize extensive amounts of information and who often needs special reports
on a crash basis, would find a data base invaluable.
Of coui-se, many gradations exist between these
two extremes, and there are also various degrees
of data-base sophistication. Many companies will
prefer to establish a partial data base which
serves only their more dynamic fvinctions or
only those areas where special informationintensive problems occur frequently. Companies
that do extensive market, production, and financial planning in highly uncertain environments
will find data bases especially valuable as the
feed-forward link between operations and planning.
A data base makes data more readily accessible
for the ad hoc reports required in dynamic situa70

tions. In the past, computer applications programs have been written for a specific purpose
to serve a particular file of data. As a consequence a large proportion of corporate data remains locked up in existing computer programs;
a major effort is required on the part of data
processing to write new programs to access data
for other than routine reports. Data elements are
tied to specific computer applications programs
by the embedding of unique data names and
other descriptive or data definitional characteristics into those programs. This effectively
makes the data conveniently available only to
the few (often only one) applications programs
specifically written to access the particular data
tile.
The data-base approach emphasizes the independence of programs and data. Data names and
other descriptions of content and data format
are removed from the programs and placed with
the data. These data, now neutral with respect
to any specific programs and organized in database form, become readily available to all programs that are given access rights to the data
base. The neutrality of the data base also enables
it to be more efficiently updated and accessed.
Managers, previously constrained by the necessity to wait until after the end of the period for
periodic reports or for special reports that require special programming, can now receive
routine reports on an on-call basis if desired and
ad hoc reports with a minimum of programming
effort and delay.
The full implications for management of this
data-base approach are not yet clear, but it
seems likely that over the next several years this
approach will contribute to the emergence of
dramatically different styles of management in
companies with data bases. This emergence will
be so gradual, however, that it will not appear to
be dramatic. Perhaps five years after a data base
is implemented the changes in mode of management will be noticeable to all. After a decade of
utilizing a common data base, management will
probably be able to look back and say, "Yes, the
increased information availability with data
bases has changed the way we conduct operations and manage the company." It seems plausible that the managers who understand how to
utilize the data base fully will have a distinct
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advantage with respect to managerial efficiency
and effectiveness.
One infivience of data bases may be to accelerate
an evolution of companies toward "coordinative
management." A hypothesis of the author is
that many large and complex companies are
evolving toward a form of management that
emphasizes within-company coordination of
activities as opposed to, for example, independence of divisions.^ Extensive coordination requires rapid adaptability on an ad hoc basis,
which in turn depends on ready availability of
information. Data bases provide this ready availability of information.
Nevertheless, data bases will doubtless prove to
be unsuccessful for many companies, perhaps
because they are implemented by companies
without need for a data base because they are
not properly implemiented, or because they are
not utilized by managers, once implemented. As
technology continues to improve, the costs of
data bases will decline and a body of knowledge
for their implementation will emerge. Data bases
can be eiiipected to become worthwhile for more
firms and to become more successful in the companies in which they are installed.
Is Your Company Prepared for a Data Base?

This is actually four questions. First, has your
computer group completed the necessary
groundwork? Second, does your company have
the technical expertise? Third, can your computer support a data base? Fourth, are your
manager;; ready for a data base?
The creation of a data base is a long-term project
that should begin by first "putting the dataprocessing house in order" to facilitate this transition. 1^0 an extent, this house cleaning is
simply catching up on activities that should be
completed anyway, and to an extent it is to initiate the strict data discipline procedures that
are absolutely necessary in a data-base environment. (These categories are not mutually exclusive.) Programs should be set into motion to
establish rigorous standards for data definitions,
and accounting and programming codes. Common dcta input/output formats should be
adopted by all departments. Strict programchange controls must be installed if not already
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present since program changes cannot be permitted to violate the independence of programs
and data. Documentation of existing programs
should also be brought up to date since an
understanding of their logic is essential ^o creation of the new programs.
I
Many of the old programs can be systeniatically
rewritten during noirmal program mair^^enance
so that data-related information is remov^ from
the programs and made a part of the dAa base.
All programs originating after a decision has
been made to acquire a data base shoifld conform to the new data^base standards even
though acquisition of the tiata base mayj still be
several years away.
;
>
In most companies the data-processing group has
been in more or less contjnual crisis as i; installs
the latest generation of ct)mputers, addjs equipment, and hustles to me^t accelerating! user requests. Many of the ca^ch-up and d^ciplineinitiating activities may have been planned but
have been deferred until ijhe situation s^bilizes.
If the last crisis in youil company's cojnputer
group was less than threq years ago, these matters probably require attention. A reminder to
data processing may be in order, eve|i if one
result is a fatter budget request for programming
and other personnel.
Thus, before direct work is begun in a 4ata base
or a particular section of it, a great deal of progress can be made in that iirection by lirldertaking such projects. All iire prerequisites for a data
base, and many also improve present cjperating
efficiency and economy^ Calculation^ of the
expected cost of the dat^ base should j exclude
this preliminary activity to the exten|: that it
provides benefits even witjiout a data babe.
With respect to availabjlity of techjiical expertise, most companies do not have an adequate reservoir of data-bas e experience,: md even
some large companies hcive no personnel with
the requisite technical alnlities. Data-fase specialists are among the scarcest of techi|icians at
the present time, and this shortage cai be expected to continue for berhaps five } ears. In
will
most companies, data-bftse developrri
either be slowed because of the need ttt) acquire
or train technicians or the data base wit operate
less efficiently and less r^sponsively as 4 consequence of using technicians without t requi71

site skills. Companies will often find it advantageous to seek technical consultants to provide
guidance in structuring the data base—the general
managers must still make the important decisions of go/no-go, project scope, and implementation priorities.
The third question pertains to the availability of
the necessary hardware and systems software for
your company's computer system. Since data
bases require large amounts of memory, a medium or large computer is required. Also, if your
company expects the data base to be readily
accessible from several different locations, as
most companies do, it is essential that the computer have adequate hardware and software
communications capability.
Finally, all data bases require a data base management system (DBMS) which, somewhat oversimplified, is an extension of the computer
operating system designed to manipulate the
data in the data base and serve as the interface
between the user and the data base. Most major
computer manufacturers have a DBMS available
as an extra option, but not for all of their computer models. Generalized DBMS's are commercially available but must be adapted, often at
considerable expense, to specific computers. To
acquire the DBMS suited to the needs of your
company's operations, it may prove cost-effective to acquire a new computer that has a DBMS
as an option. This expense, of course, is a major
deterrent to data-base acquisition.
It is not uncommon to find companies that lack
one or all of the preceding requisites. In one
case, the controller wanted his company to be a
pioneer in data bases. After an intensive survey
it became apparent that the company's computer did not have the necessary communications capability and that no DBMS was readily
available for the machine. Three years later the
company is now replacing its computer and a
completed data base is within sight in the next
two or three years. During the interim, data
processing has been profitably occupied in systematically initiating companywide computing
standards and establishing data and program independence in preparation for the time when
there will be a data base.
The final and perhaps crucial consideration as to
whether your company is ready for a data base
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pertains to the status of your present information system and the attitudes of your managers
toward change and information use. Information-system development is evolutionary and
typically passes through several stages.'* To attempt too much change by severely shortcircuiting a natural and orderly evolution may
introduce so much shock into the organization
that the new system cannot be implemented or
will not be used by the managers. To implement
a data base for managers who still manage "by
the seat of their pants" would be folly. Moving
directly to a data base with computer personnel
whose technical backgrounds and orientations
still reflect second-generation computers or
small-scale computing would also be a mistake.
In both situations, the magnitude of the change
would be overwhelming.
Since data bases are technically sophisticated, it
is necessary that managers be sophisticated and
information-oriented and that computing technicians be sufficiently close to the present state
of the art in computing to make the transition a
natural one for them. Additionally, both groups
must be favorably disposed toward change, and
the managers must acknowledge information
needs that cannot be readily met without a data
base. Of course, it is possible to accelerate the
tempo of change for both groups by a judicious
program of personnel recruitment and prqmotion, executive development programs, and so
forth.
Structure of the Data Base
and Key Activity Information Needs
The most elementary perspective of the structure of a data base is a common pool of data, as
shown in Figure 1—one monolithic file that
somehow knows what data are needed by managers and instantly provides it. A data base is in
fact usually composed of several linked files of
data; Figure 2 recreates the data-base portion of
Figure 1 to show this. Each file contains most of
the data necessary for a key operation or manageiial activity. The linkages between the files
permit extraction of related data from adjacent
fileis. The linkages within and between files are
established with program instructions, and
pointers and other mechanisms included in the
data base. Each file has a specific format for the
storage of its data, and the organization of the
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Figure 1. Simplified MIS.
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data in each file greatly infiuences the efficiency
and flexibility of these linkages. A variety of
data file structures are available; many are
special-pmrpose, and the one chosen for a particular file depends on the data-processing needs
for that file. For example, certain organizations
of data provide a more efficient search capability for random search and retrieval, while others
provide tnore efficient data output for routine
report preparation.
During tbe design of the data base the major
separable activities must be identified at each
level in £• company, so that the data base can be
structured to accommodate best each of these
primary activities. Many of these activities relate
to specii'ic managerial decisions made at each
level, wbich tends to give the data base a decision orientation. To the extent that data related
to the same activity can be grouped in the same
file, processing will be more efficient and unusual rec|uests for information can be accommodated wi:h less additional programming.
Three general levels of the corporate hierarchy
are utiliiied here to illustrate a framework for
segregation of key activities; these are the operations, iranagerial, and strategic levels. (Many
companies will be able to identify four or five
levels of distinctly different key activities.)
Major ac tivities at the operations level are payroll, accounts payable, accounts receivable, cost
accounting, and so forth. The cross-functional
linkages at this level can be handled by the database des gn technicians and other computer personnel vith little or no managerial involvement.
These linkages involve interactions such as using
both payroll and personnel data for payroll
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Managerial
A-:tions,

preparation.
At the next level, that of managerial activities,
the major tasks include manpower planriing, inventory planning, cash nianagement, md the
like. At this level, the tasks typically I require
summarized or aggregated data from the lowerlevel data files and often demand the cojnbining
of data from two or more lower-level files. As an
example, manpower planning may require that
summary information pertaining to job experience of existing employees and summary forecasts of personnel needs by all divisions be
brought together to facilitate creation of a plan
for recruiting and job transfers. The siammary
statistics and other data needed for tdis task
may be placed in a manpower-planning file in
the data base. This file wi|ll be updated ^is necessary and made available so that computer programs can automatically extract the relevant
data and prepare reports for the manpowerplanning activity.
Key activities at the strategic level inc ude the
tasks of market penetration and prodiict-line
planning, investment decisions, and lotig-;-range
planning, along with others. At this 3yel, information is used that i is summarizi d from
middle-level managerial Activities; for i|stance.
forecasts of results in $everal profit Centers,
However, this infoiTnaticjn must usual y be related to information frotji the environ: rtent for
the key activities at the! strategic lev li; sometimes computerized models are used to cpmbine
and process the data. National econon information and industry statistics are exa rfples of
environmental informatioji that can be specified,
s
is quantifiable, is not unduly perishab d, and is
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Figure 2. A Data Base Consisting of Several Data Files.
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often readily available in computer-readable
form from commercial sources. An environmental data base to support strategic-level activities is generally constructed and maintained
more or less separately from the other components of the corporate data base.
A complex pattern of key activities and information linkage emerges. Lower-level activities use
information which fiows horizontally. At the
middle level summaries and aggregations from
lower-level data-base files are used; and at the
top level differently summarized and aggregated
data are needed. As previously noted, grouping
data by key activities increases processing efficiency. The intricate pattern of key activities at
the various levels makes these groupings very
complex. An ideal grouping for one activity will
mean that the data for another cannot be optimally grouped unless a partially redundant data
base is to result. Thus, data-base structure is a
matter of balancing key activity data files, by
assessing the relative importance of processing
efficiency, data availability needs, and data redundancy. A modicum of data redundancy
often increases efficiency or reduces overall
costs. To achieve the best trade-off, the database designers should be aware during the initial
design phases of the key activities at each level
and their data needs.
Within the general level of managerial activity,
key activities can be classified by the nature of
demands on the information system and on the
data base. These classifications are as follows.
Activities requiring only limited information
from storage. Here a data base is not necessary.
As an example, dealing with interpersonal problems is certainly an important managerial re74

sponsibility at every level, yet this type of activity typically does not draw heavily on a data
base.
Monitoring activities. Most managers at every
level "keep tabs" on a process, an operation, or
a particular result of operations on a more or
less continuous basis. Usually they receive periodic reports, exception reports, or both. A data
base facilitates such monitoring in two ways:
since data can be easily retrieved and kept continuously up to date the reports can be more
frequent or even on demand; and the necessary
data relationships can be structured into the
data base so that all information required to
monitor a particular activity is automatically retrieved and appears on the same report. For example, cash infiow and outfiow for all bank
accounts at all company locations could be
linked in the data base to provide an automatic
daily report of the net cash fiow for an entire
corporate system for the preceding day. No
computer personnel effort would be involved
after the initial stmcturing of the data base.
The data-base approach permits all key corporate status and progress indicators and relationships such as cash position-to be monitored on a daily basis if desired, but these indicators must first be identified and provided for in
the data base. This capability of daily performance indicators may prove to be one of the
most important features of data bases; yet there
has been only the barest suggestion of this potential benefit in the literature.
Cyclical or periodic activities. Financial statement preparation and budgeting are examples
here. Many of these activities follow a natural
rhythm determined by seasonal factors, tax or
regulatory reporting requirements, or other external infiuences. Others are detennined by dataprocessing scheduling or cost of reporting constraints. A data base will often greatly reduce
the lag time between the end of the period and
report preparation and distribution; permit increased frequency of reporting where desirable
without greatly increasing the total cost of reporting; and permit inquiries at any time, obviating the necessity of waiting until the end of a
period.
Ad hoc activities. These activities generally involve irregular, nonrecurring and unstructured
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problems, many of which are among the most
important of a company's problems. In contrast
to the routine key activities, usually neither the
problem nor the information it will require can
be accurately anticipated; this contrast is shown
in Figure 3.
Figure 3. The Match Between Key Activities and Data
Base File Structure.
Anticipated Data Needs
(Routine Key Activities)

Anticipated Unanticipated
General Class Needs
of Needs

A
Decreasing ability to tailor the data base
to the specific activity or problem.

about company financial stmcture or asset
composition.
Even for unanticipated problems, which pannot
be provided for at all by a special d a 4 base
(point C in Figure 3), a datahbase mode ofjoperations can be very useful. Because of thej rigorously maintained inde;pend^ce of prograips and
data in a data base, and beqause of the existence
of a data-base dictionar:^ d^cribing the location
qf all data in the base, prcjgranis to accdjss data
needed for such ad hoc pifirposes can often be
written within two or thre6 days, as opppsed to
weeks or even months foil a systemi wiljhout a
data base.
\
\

As suggested by Figure 3, data-base files can be
tailored to routine key activities such as those
already described. As the ability to anticipate a
problem and the information needs for its resolution decreases, however, the difficulty of constructing a data-base file specifically for that
particular problem activity increases. If the general class of problems can be anticipated even
though the specific problem within the class cannot (point B in Figure 3), it may be worthwhile
for important problem areas where the cost of
delay is hjgh to construct a generalized data file
—one that contams all data relevant to the general class qf problems. Much of the data in this
file will never be used, and the average cost per
data access will be high. The computer programs
to access such a contingency file will usually
have to b? written after the precise nature of the
problem ind its information needs are known.
But the jvailability of all relevant data in one
file, struc tured to permit maximum search and
retrieval lexibility, will usually reduce programming timi; to a few hours.

In addition to the preceding four types of activities, modeling, while notj a direct managerial
activity, can be viewed as I an extension of the
information system whichj provides additional
information to managers.! Models musjt draw
upon data bases for theijr data needs.! Some
models have their own l^ase of data, [usually
collected with great effort and time delajy from
data that have originially b^en utilized fqjr other
purposes and then specifically classified and
coded for the model. Oth^r models accd^t data
directly from the basic company files; ij^e programs associated with the jnodel access tjlie data
base to retrieve the data Aeeded by thejmodel.
For the latter models (vi^hicfh are sometin|es only
adapted versions of the farmer), care rpust be
taken to structure the d^ta base so tHjat data
needed are available to thje -model and so that
the data formats of the mc^del and the d|ita base
are compatible. Even for r^iodels with thpir own
data base, a company data] base structui|;d with
the model in mind can greatly reduce th 5 acquisition effort and delay for data to be usec by the
model.
I
Data-Base Strategy
j

For instance, if a company's managers are meeting with government regulatory officials for
several dfiys to plead the case for a price increase
for a price-regulated product, it will not be possible to anticipate precisely the officials' on-thespot inquiries. The general category of questions
can be anticipated (perhaps years in advance)
and a data base can be established with this in
mind. A few hours of programming might provide, on ia same-day or next-day basis, the data
needed to respond to an official's questions, say.

If the time is ripe to begirj work on a d^ta base
for your company, v/ha| strategy sh(|uld be
used? The key to data-b^se design an(| implementation is careful plajtming. This planning
must be a coordinated effort between tljlie dataprocessing technicians changed with theijresponsibility for the hardware arjd technical aspects of
software design and the managers who must
identify their key activities and comrnilnicate
their information needs ^s well as the relative
importance of these to the technician! Since
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general managers and computer technicians seldom communicate well with each other, this
joint planning requirement is particularly difficult to fulfill. The onus is often placed by default on the data processors to determine what
will be stored in the data base. But for dataprocessing personnel to attempt to determine
information needs and relationships for the
middle and upper levels in a company is like
looking up from underwater—the view is translucent at best.
Indeed, there has been relatively little experience to date with structuring sophisticated data
bases for use by middle and upper levels of
management. A cautious approach to data-base
development therefore seems warranted. Until a
greater body of knowledge about the managerial
aspects of data bases is developed, the probability of serious errors in data-base development
will be high. Perhaps the best precaution is to
involve higher-level managers deeply in the development process.
The data-base project will be a long one—perhaps three to six years, or even longer. This
conveniently places the data base in the same
temporal range as corporate long-range formal
plans, and so the project should be related to the
goals, strategies, and specific objectives of the
company's plan. This will help to determine the
proper scope and implementation priorities for
the data base, as well as how the firm will use it.
The information availability expected from a
data base may even serve to alter somewhat the
strategies and goals contained in the plan.
The data base should be planned and implemented on a project basis. A steering committee
or its equivalent should provide overall project
guidance—the same steering committee which
oversees all data processing resources if one is in
existence. The project should have a full-time
director who is a data-base technician with a
strong management orientation or vice versa,
since data bases require a melding of computer
technology and management information needs.
This director should work with the steering
committee and with other managers to create a
master plan that establishes the project's scope,
the broad outlines of the several data files, and
the priorities for implementation. The director
should also supervise day-to-day activities during
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the entire project.
The data base should be detail-designed and implemented in modules, avoiding simultaneous
implementation of the entire project. Each
module implemented should provide immediate
benefits. A quick payoff helps to sell the project
to managers whose cooperation will be needed
in the future and helps to keep enthusiasm for
the project high. In general, it is preferable to
implement the data-base modules at the operations level (such as payroll) first; these usually
provide summary data as input for the higherlevel, key-activity data bases. While no conclusive body of knowledge exists to support this
build-from-the-bottom approach, most companies have begun development of data bases from
the bottom.
The Role of Managemient

Managers play several important roles in database development. First, the initial impetus for a
data base is likely to come from managers and
often from top management. Next, managers
assume crucial roles on the steering committee;
they guide the development of the master plan,
study and approve or reject the recommendations of the project director at each stage, and
ultimately assess the success or failure of the
project.
Managers at high levels both on and off the
steering committee must also communicate their
enthusiasm and support for the project to the
entire organization. If there is widespread suspicion that management's interest is only lukewarm, the forces opposed to change will overwhelm the project. Best of all are senior managers who actively champion a data base.
The role of managers in the specification of their
information needs merits examination. Managers
are often so wrapped up in the present circumstances of their activities that they will not fully
appreciate that information not now conveniently available or available only at certain intervals
will be readily at hand on demand. Consequently, to ask a manager to define his tasks
(which may be altered somewhat because of the
data base) and his information needs may evoke
only a conditioned response seeking much the
same information as now received.
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Managers are so accustomed to being constrained by limitations of information systems
that they may be unable to react innovatively
and view the activity and its information needs
completely afresh. Although this ingrained
thinking will erode gradually over a period of
time, the data base should be structured at the
outset to reflect the new realities of information
availability.
Accordingly, managers must specify their information, needs in a fashion unfettered by old
rules, procedures, and outmoded information
processes. They may need help in doing this.
One example of a mechanism to provide this
help is the Delphi technique, which is a sequential polling of opinions to reach a consensus.^
The Delphi technique provides all participating
managers an opportunity to express an opinion
about what information will be useful for each
activity and how important this information is,
thereby reducing the possibility of oversight by
an indivicual manager and providing insight into
the relative importance of competing needs.
However, the Delphi process is lengthy and requires extensive participation by a great many
managers, two factors that may deter its use in
many companies.
A successful data-base structure for middle to
top management will likely result when a small
number of middle-level or higher managers (one
should be the project director) spearhead the
project by working directly with other managers
to help identify key activities and the data needs
for those activities. It is important that such a
group coiftiplete its v/ork before the data-base
technicians are deeply into their design effort.
The data-processing personnel involved with design and implementation of the data base will
encounter several problems of a primarily nontechnical nature, which will require the attention of general managers and particularly of the
managers on the project steering committee.
First, the need for tight data-base discipline and
standards may mean that when management
wants to pharge ahead, data-processing personnel
demur, claiming that a great deal of additional
effort is first necessary to develop the discipline
and the standards for the data base. This may be
a bona fide reason to go slowly in data-base
implementation.
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Another problem likely to be brought to the
attention of general managers is that qf data
administration. When data from different applications are integrated into the files of a data
base, the departments or individuals thaf: previously controlled the data are no longer jable to
control it effectively. For example, the dpta will
be accessible by many moi^e programs thlan previously, rendering access control more djjfficult.
The function of data and program contj-ol previously exercised by the individual departments
or decentralized among many data-prc cessing
personnel will now need to be central] zed. A
central authority must police the data toj ensure
that the data needed ard captured; d^tla-base
standards are maintained; lata are accessible to
users who need the infonhation and no accessible to others; data that !ihould be in le data
base are not retained instjead by an in(|ividual
user; and data-base updating is controlled- Beyond these policing and cbntrol functions, this
authority should also act b.s liaison and consultant to users, maintain data-base inde>.es and
documentation, control program chan^ 5S, develop and monitor chaige-(f)ut systems fqr users,
and so forth.
To accomplish this central control, a sjeparate
function of data administration is usually established, and the computer group can be e:Lpected
to request this. Establishment of a separate dataadministration function sjiould be vie'wed by
management as a natural | step along ar. evolutionary path which may h^ve several sub sequent
steps, and management sfiould accord | such a
request the attention befittjing a factor cipical to
success of the data base. TJhere is no one cporrect
answer to the organizationkl issues involved. The
organizational alterations ^hould be determined
in an eclectic fashion in consideration of the
present situation (such as individual peirspnalities
and competences and internal political factors),
a long-range organizationiJ goal, and ttie best
way to progress from the present to the]} desired
future status.
|
The next several yeai's will probably provide
evidence that in information-intensive companies with successful data bases, the dita-base
administration function has gradually pe colated
upward in the organizatioi^ to a function administratively separate from cc^mputing and perhaps
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as high as the level of vice president. This upward movement will refiect the continuing recognition of data as an important corporate resource that must be centrally coordinated. Such
an evolutionary pattern will be similar to that of
other functions, such as personnel and data
processing itself, which typically originated in
the depths of organizations.
In most companies data-base administration begins de facto within the computer programming
group. Accordingly, it is not surprising to find in
many companies that when data administration
first becomes a separate function the data-base
administrator reports directly to the senior
manager within the computer department and is
on a par with the programming manager. This
arrangement has much to its advantage, at least
initially, in that data-base development and data
processing can be closely coordinated. Its major
disadvantage is that the data-base administrator
may lack sufficient suasion to achieve data
standardization in the face of data originators
and user groups that may not appreciate the
necessity for standardization.
An alternative arrangement is placing the data
administrator, with a small staff, outside the
data-processing group and having him report to a
higher level. This may help elicit cooperation
from data-base users, and it accents the emphasis
on data as a resource apart from the computer
system. However, such an arrangement ignores
the reality that the initial data-administration
personnel are usually former computer programmers who are likely to have difficulty establishing an identity and a credibility apart from
computer processing. The assignment of a strong
general manager as data-base'administrator may
overcome this difficulty and greatly accelerate
data-^base development. If a strong manager with
at least a modicum of data-base credentials is
not available, it may be preferable to postpone
the divorce of the new function from data processing until data administration has passed beyond the embryonic stage and is clearly viable
by itself.
Management is also likely to become involved
with the problem of acquisition of data-base
expertise. As suggested previously, data-base
expertise is a prized and rare commodity. The
data-processing group can be expected to try to
satisfy a need for more data-base expertise by
hiring persons with this expertise; extensively
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training present personnel; hiring an outside
consultant with file organization and other technical data-base expertise; or some combination
of the above, which is the most likely circumstance. Management should accord requests for
more data-base expertise a sympathetic hearing.
To this point, discussion has implicitly assumed
a geographically centralized data base, but
company computing is often geographically
dispersed, with computers unconnected to each
other (decentralized processing) or connected
into a network by telecommunications so that
they interact to share the processing load (distributed processing). Decentralized or distributed processing introduces another complexity
requiring management consideration. A data
base for a centralized system is, in general, the
easiest to create. The first decision is whether
this relative ease impels centralization of all the
company's data processing. If the answer is no,
then a decision must be made as to which is
most efficient: a centralized data base despite
decentralized or distributed processing; geographically separated but electronically linked
data bases in two or more locations; or decentralized and unlinked data bases. Of course
combinations are also possible. These are complex questions which involve many trade-offs,
and additional complexity is introduced if data
processing also takes place at locations in foreign
countries. In sum, data-processing personnel will
certainly expend a great deal of energy analyzing
a spectrum of alternative general configurations,
and they will need guidance about the managerial aspects of the alternatives.
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